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Ramadan
Hello, my tummy says,
remember me?
Where’s the food?
Can someone please pass me a burger
and some fries?
It’s Ramadan, we will take a break
From this nonstop filling of the tank.
But why? moans my tummy
Food is a gift from Allah,
Give me the blessings!
Hey, what about me?
My soul chimes in,
When the tummy empties
The soul grows stronger
It’s all about
awareness

There’s more to life
than eating and drinking,
So take a break
from the routines of life,
from autopilot
I listen to tummy and soul,
Falling and rising,
I see myself grow stronger,
Each morsel more precious,
Each prayer more heartfelt;
Thank you for awakening me,
Ramadan
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By Leila
and
Danial Raja

Ramadan and Fasting
Today, we are going to talk
about Ramadan. It is the 9th
month in the Islamic calendar,
the month of fasting when you
don’t eat or drink anything
during the daytime. Muslims fast
during Ramadan because it was
in that month on one night the
Prophet Muhammad received
the first verses of the Holy Quran
from God. Before that happened,
he had been fasting and praying
for a very long time. He wanted to
get closer to God.

Even though we’re too young
to fast, we have learned fasting
is not all about being hungry.
It’s a time to think more about
God and doing the right thing.
The Prophet Muhammad said
God has no need for us to go
hungry if we don’t stop doing
bad stuff. So, fasting is about
trying even more to do what is
right and to remember God is
always watching what we do.
It’s also about learning to be
more thankful and giving.
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Also, what we are supposed to learn from
fasting is that even though we get really
hungry and thirsty, we don’t break our fast
because we remember that God sees
everything. He will know if we break our fast.
It’s like making a promise to God. We don’t
want to break our promise. So, we should
make a promise to God in our life to follow
the right path and not do wrong things. We
should remember if we do bad stuff, God
will know. For example, if we bully, hurt
people, steal, cheat, lie, and call people bad
names, God will know.
Fasting should make us think about getting
closer to God and that God is always
watching us. When we fast, we should think
more about how to be an even better
person. And if we’re not fasting, we should
still remember this, that God is always
watching us no matter what. We can never
hide anything from God, big or small.
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Prior to Prophethood
By Zainab Nazir

What do you know about the life
of the Prophet Muhammad before
he became a prophet at the age of
40? When we study the Messenger
of Allah’s life before his
prophethood, we are able to see
that his upbringing resulted in him
having honorable traits and noble
qualities which prepared him for
prophethood. The Prophet (peace
be upon him) was the best of his
people with regard to his manners,
and the kindest and patient, the
most distanced from committing
immoral acts which were rampant
in Arab society at the time. The
Prophet (peace be upon him) was
also the most helpful of his people,
the best neighbor, the most
respectful to people, and the most
righteous in all his dealings with
others.

One interesting pattern seen in all
prophets is that at one point in their
lives, every messenger of God had the
occupation of being a shepherd.
Before joining his uncle Abu Talib in
trade, the 25-year-old prophet worked
as a shepherd too. In Sahih Bukhari
and Muslim, it is written that “serenity
and solemnity follows shepherds.”
Being a shepherd in his young age
was very important, because it
teaches one many lessons and
virtues. There are also many parallels
between being a shepherd and being
a prophet. For example, being a
shepherd requires that you are
patient, as you will be spending all
your time, from sunrise to sunset with
the flock in all sorts of weather,
constantly caring for them and
protecting them.
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Later in his life, the blessed
Prophet and his companions had
to be incredibly patient when
coping with the abuse from the
polytheists. It also instills
humbleness within you. As you
will be spending time in close
proximity with the sheep, you will
be involved in cleaning them,
doctoring them and delivering
baby sheep. As is mentioned in
the Quran, “whoever has an
atom’s weight of pride in his
heart will not enter paradise.”
Finally, it requires you to become
responsible. As a shepherd, you
cannot let a single sheep stray from
the straight path. You are held
accountable for the wandering
sheep. Therefore, as the Prophet
of Islam, the blessed Prophet’s duty
was to ensure that he guided as
many people to the straight path.
It is reported by Ibn Umar that the
Prophet stated later in his life that,
“All of you are shepherds and each
of you is responsible for your flock.”
These qualities that were learnt and
then emulated in the blessed
Prophet’s journey should also be
mirrored by us, as we are all
responsible for those in our care.

Then, the blessed Prophet worked as
a merchant with his uncle. As he
traveled to different places, he dealt
with many different people from
many different backgrounds. This sort
of work gave him experience in how
to deal with the different natures and
manners of people. Through trade, the
blessed Prophet became quickly
recognised as honorable and truthful,
“Al-Sadiq” and “Al-Amin.” Being a
businessman sometimes becomes
synonymous with dishonesty, due to
the materialistic nature of humans,
however the blessed Prophet was
perfectly honest. It was also during
this time that Khadija RA learnt of the
blessed Prophet’s good traits and skill
in business, and sent a proposal to
him.
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There is the well-known story about the blessed
Prophet being asked to mediate a situation
among the clans. As the black stone had been
removed to facilitate building work, an
argument arose about which leader of the clan
would replace the stone. The blessed Prophet
suggested that the black stone should be laid on
a cloth, and then each clan leader should hold
the corner of the cloth to place it. Then
Muhammad set the stone in place, satisfying the
honour of all the clans.
This story shows how the blessed Prophet was a
peacemaker and brought equality between
clans who were prone to arguing over the most
trivial matters. Later in his life, the blessed
Prophet unconditionally forbade retaliation and
enjoined a complete commitment to nonviolence, while being economically and
physically pressured by the polytheists. When
the persecution became too great, the blessed
prophet dealt with it by migrating to Medina.
Finally, it is important to note that though Arab
society was very corrupt at the time, with
drinking and gambling being rife, the blessed
Prophet found no pleasure in these activities.
Instead, he would spend his time meditating in
the cave of Hira, to reflect on his life and the
state of the world around him.
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Peas in a Pod
Halla looked across the dining table at her
mother and her daughter. They mirrored each
other eerily, from their stubborn frowns to tightly
crossed arms. A giggle escaped her lips. At first
she tried to stop it, but then she recognized it for
the gift that it was, and let her laughter flow out,
like water from a burst dam.
As expected, both women turned to
stare at her as if she had lost her
marbles.
“What on earth, Mom? Granny and I
are in the middle of this intense
discussion, and you think it’s funny?”
Aamna said in her most outraged
voice.
“At last we can agree on something,”
sighed Granny Alice. “That your
mother fails to take this seriously
enough. We’re talking about women’s
rights!”
Halla took a deep breath in an
attempt to control herself. The giggles
subsided a little, but as she looked at
the pair in front of her, wide-eyed with
astonishment, hair wild and rumpled,
she was struck again with how much
they resembled each other.

“I’m sorry,” she gasped between
chuckles, attempting to compose
herself. “I know the topic is serious, I
know… but we have gone over this
so many times, and suddenly I
noticed how similar you both look
and I couldn’t help but laugh.”
Suddenly, an idea came to her.
“Let’s get some fresh air. I need you
both to help me with some
gardening.”
Halla’s mind kept wandering back
to these conversations as they
worked in the garden together. Her
mother was showing Aamna how
to thin seedlings and make a trellis
for the rose bush.
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It was always the same. Aamna
complained that she felt women
were not given equal rights in
Islam because they had to dress
differently, were given unequal
inheritance, and so on. Her mother
would counter with the many
rights Islam had given to women,
since women were extremely
mistreated before Islam. Aamna
would counter by saying that
making things better was not
enough if things were not equal.
Alice would point out how she felt
men and women had different
roles in society and could not be
completely equal since they were
different, and that would lead
Aamna to launch into a passionate
speech about how women could
do everything that men could do.
It went on and on. Halla mostly
watched them go back and forth
like a tennis ball, trying to play the
role of peacemaker, but mostly
failing.

Some things never changed,
but maybe others needed to be
seen differently. Seeing her
mother and daughter together
bent over the vegetable beds
warmed her heart and eased
her worry. Though their strong
opinions and quick tempers ran
deep, so did their love for each
other.
“Mom, come look at the
radishes I planted,” beckoned
Aamna. “Granny says they
should be ready in a month.”
“We used to sprinkle tea leaves
around them when I was a kid,”
said Alice. “I am happy to see
that radishes still like those tea
leaves. I wish everything was so
simple.”

Halla often wondered if these
arguments helped or hurt
Aamna’s understanding of Islam
as she grew up. She knew her
mother had a lot of good points
and her traditional point of view
had served her well, but how
could the same point of view work
in rapidly changing times?
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“I think they’re also growing well because of
the headstart they got in our greenhouse
with the solar panel heater,” remarked
Halla. “The old ways are great, but when we
find a better way, using it just makes
sense.”
“I assembled the greenhouse all by myself,
Granny. Akram tried first, but gave up when
he found some parts were missing,” shared
Aamna.
“Yes, and you called the company, and got
replacement parts, and finished the
assembly. It took you three hours, but you
made sure our greenhouse was up and
running and we were growing fresh greens
all winter long,” Halla beamed proudly.
“Modern things can be helpful sometimes,”
said Alice with a slight smile.
“And the old ways can be good, too,”
replied Aamna, giving her Granny a hug.
“If only we could see women’s rights
through the same lens,” mused Halla. “The
guidance Islam gave us raised women so
high from where they were, which
empowered them to do everything men
can do. The way we see women’s rights has
to grow alongside us women, just like we
need a bigger pot for a plant when it grows
bigger and stronger. The old pot would
stunt the growth of the roots and the
plant.”
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“I’m just afraid that if people start
changing their ways, too many
things will be different. What if
women forget how to be mothers
and grandmothers? These jobs
requiring patience and humility also
need to be done. Who is going to
raise future generations,
technology?” asked Alice sadly.
“I can’t imagine a world without
mothers and grandmothers,” said
Aamna softly. “That would be a very
sad world. But fathers and
grandfathers have an equally
important role in the family. I think
that’s why Allah made us all with
different natures and talents, so
everyone can do what suits them
instead of forcing people to take a
role based on their gender.”
“If gender roles were fixed, the
blessed Prophet Muhammad would
not have married an older woman, a
wealthy widow, who supported him.
He would not have helped his wives
with housework and mended his
own clothes,” remarked Halla. “Every
time we return to his blessed
example, it helps us understand
things better.”

“That reminds me, it’s Dad’s turn to
make dinner today. Do I smell
burgers?” Aamna’s eyes lit up at the
thought of food.
“If I had asked your Grandpa to cook
dinner, he wouldn’t have known what
to do. He would have told me it was a
woman’s job. He could barely find his
own socks,” laughed Granny.
"Aren’t you glad times have changed,
Granny? Some things are so much
better!” Aamna giggled as Granny
mock-glared at her.
“Only a few things are better. Don’t you
get me started again…” Granny
retorted.
Halla watched with a grateful smile as
Aamna helped her Granny navigate
the porch stairs, their debate warming
up again. Old and new, both proud and
firm in their views, both curious about
the other, each trying to bring the
radiant beauty of Islam into their lives.
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What is the size of the problem?
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Is there really freedom of
religion in Islam?

The Soul Cafe is a tea shop where spiritual conversations happen.

Myra (putting hands on counter, looking at baked goods): Oooh,
what should I choose? They all look so good. I wish I could taste
them all!
Sabeen (waving her hand in a flourish): You can try the sampler.
Myra (raising her eyebrows): What’s that?
Sabeen (smiling): You get to taste bite sized pieces of four pastries.
Myra (rubbing her hands together): I can’t wait!
Sabeen (sighing): If only people got so excited about learning
about different religions.
Myra (shrugging): Well, religion is different...you’re kind of stuck
with what you’re born into. It’s too hard to change, and who has
the time and energy…
Sabeen (shaking her head): Well, we surely seem to have a lot of
time and energy to spend on everything else, so why not on
seeking the best nourishment for our souls?
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Myra (looking up): Souls are so…
invisible. Plus I don’t think you can
change religions that easily. I
thought you got killed if you left
Islam. I did some reading since we
last talked.
Sabeen: Good for you. I’m curious to
know what you found out.
Myra (grimacing) : Basically that
apostasy is punishable by death!
After reading it online, I even
checked with a friend and she said
the same thing. She said people
aren’t always following up on it, but
that is what Islam says.
Sabeen (sighing): I wish your friend
had quoted the Quran which clearly
says that there is no compulsion in
religion! There are so many verses
about this freedom to decide. The
logical arguments are given clearly
by Allah and then it is left up to the
individual. Even the blessed Prophet
was told that he was not responsible
for people’s faith. He was just an
inviter to the truth.

Myra (looking puzzled): But if the
Quran is so clear on this topic, why do
people tell others the wrong things?
It hardly helps the image of Islam to
be told horrible things about it!
Sabeen (bringing out a tray of tea and
pastries): Your order is ready. Would
you like me to join you so we can
continue our conversation?
Myra (walking to a table): Sure. I am
really confused…
Sabeen (setting the tray down and
sitting opposite Myra): So, you may
have heard about Hadith, or the
recorded words and actions of the
blessed Prophet. People use them to
derive laws. In that time, the Muslims
had to fight a lot of defensive wars,
and so some people who joined Islam
only to harm the Muslims would then
leave and harm the Muslims, so they
could be killed as a combatant. So
leaving Islam was okay, but of course
becoming an enemy and committing
crimes against the Muslim
community was not.
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Myra (nibbling on a pastry): Okay, that kind of makes sense. It just
seems weird that people don’t believe what the Quran says, and instead
they believe other sources. These pastries are divine, by the way!
Sabeen (smiling): Thank you. Divine pastries in the Soul Cafe! You make
a good point. Sadly most Muslims don’t study the Quran by themselves,
and just believe what others tell them. Let me share my favorite verse
on this topic: Allahs says: “Keep inviting to the truth of Islam and be
steadfast as you are commanded and do not follow their desires and
say: I believe in what Allah has revealed of the Book, and I am
commanded to do justice between you. Allah is our Lord and your Lord.
For us are our deeds and for you your deeds. There is no contention
between us and you. Allah will gather us together and to Him is the
eventual coming.”
Myra (looking surprised): Wow!! You memorized that? Cool. It does
seem pretty clear on how people can decide for themselves and it
seems as if God is put forward as the judge, if I am understanding
correctly. So Muslims don’t really preach…they just give people the
Quran?
Sabeen (nodding): Muslims should invite others to Islam, but not by
using any force, and by respecting all other faiths. The blessed Prophet
allowed visiting Christians to pray in his mosque and the Quran clearly
instructs to preach with gentle words, setting a good example,
responding to evil with good, and being really patient.
Myra (taking a large sip of tea): I am impressed at how well you explain
things, Sabeen. I wouldn’t mind learning about different religions if I
had your gentle words and pastries to keep me company!
Sabeen (laughing): My pleasure, Myra. I
love your open-mindedness and
honest questioning. I look forward to
our next conversation in the Soul Cafe!

Based on: Islam, Peace, and Tolerance
by Dr. Zahid Aziz
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Dear Ayesha,
I find it really hard to fast in
Ramadan. I feel like I have so
little energy that I find it
hard to pray properly, even
though I know that fasting is
important. Please help me!

Dear Struggling Striver,

Ask
Ayesha

Fasting in Ramadan can indeed be difficult. But all things worth doing
may be difficult at first. There are two main things I’d like to tell you that
might be helpful. The first is to build up to your goal. Small consistent
changes over time help us make permanent behavioral changes.
The second thing is, we often boil Ramadan down to fasting and think
that’s all it’s about. Ramadan is about so much more. Ramadan, this
most holy month in which the Quran was revealed to the Prophet, is a
bootcamp of sorts to help us prepare for the rest of the year. It is a time
to exercise and stretch all those spiritual muscles that might have
gotten sleepy and lazy. And just like any muscle, you can’t make it
strong all at once. You have to do it little by little.
So maybe start with half day fasts if you can’t do a whole one. Graduate
to 2/3rds of the day and then a whole day! But don’t give up. Keep
trying and keep trying to get a little better each time! Additionally,
remember, as much as it’s important to fast from food, it’s also
important to fast from bad habits. Make sure you are fulfilling all these
tenets of Ramadan. Practice patience when angry. Try to give more in
charity. Try to volunteer. Try to memorize some small surahs. Try to
read the Quran a little extra. Show kindness to a stranger. Make a list of
goals to fulfill. And most of all, spend some time making sure you are
aware of the magnificence of Allah, and giving gratitude for all He has
given us including that little thing you’re missing called food :)
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Pasta with White Sauce
By Sarah Rahman

A tried and tested recipe for creamy, flavourful
pasta that doesn't take long to make nor uses any
fancy ingredients.
1. Boil 2 cups of penne pasta and set aside.
2. In a heavy saucepan, heat 4 tablespoons of butter
and 2 tablespoons of cooking oil.
3. Add 3-4 crushed/chopped cloves of garlic, fry on
low heat till golden.
4. Then turn off the heat and add 4 tablespoons of
white flour. Use a wire whisk to mix it up and then
add 4-6 cups of milk.
5. Turn on the heat and cook while stirring with the
whisk so that no lumps form. It will start to thicken
as it cooks.
6. Season with a teaspoon of salt, a level teaspoon of
crushed chili flakes and some fresh or dried
oregano. You can add stir-fried veggies of your
choice such as bell peppers or mushrooms and/or
boiled chicken or sausages.
7. When the sauce is of the desired consistency, not
too watery or too thick, remove from the heat and
stir in the boiled pasta.
8. Garnish with fresh herbs or grated cheese and
enjoy!
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My Journey from
Somi to Samira Ahmad, BEM
By Samira Ahmad
I was born and brought up in
Pakistan. I was an ordinary middleclass girl called Somi. I was not clear
about my future or career when I was
young. I was very happy and had a
simple life, but it suddenly changed
after the death of my father. I
continued my education and faced
more challenges in life. After finishing
my education - Bachelor of Science
(BSc) and Bachelor of Education
(BEd) - I got married and went to
England.
When I arrived in the UK, a new life
with bigger challenges was ready for
me. It was very hard for me to
understand British culture and blend
in. My husband advised me to use my
education. So, I applied for a job at
the Veterinary Laboratory Agency,
now the Animal Plant Health Agency
(APHA), and somehow, I got the job! It
was a massive turning point in my
life. In the beginning I didn’t really
enjoy it, I found it hard to understand
my role and work with men as well.
But with the help of my coworkers, I
overcame that and started taking an
interest in what I was doing. I learnt
how different tests to diagnose
diseases in animals such as E.canis,
DGGE, and Elisa tests work, and it
opened my eyes and mind.

I became excited when I got the
opportunity to observe DNA bands on
gels or when I would look under the
microscope and think about how Allah
created these little things in such
detail. I fell in love with this magical
and fantastic world of science, and I
think that researching things that
cannot be seen with the naked eye is
very inspiring. As time passed, I also
trained and mentored many new
starters. Alongside work, I also got
time to volunteer, because APHA
allows us to have a good balance with
work and personal life.
I have no idea who, but someone from
work put my name forward for the
New Year Honors List 2021 and I was
fortunate to be awarded the British
Empire Medal (BEM) for my
contributions at work and in the
community. So, this ordinary girl Somi
became Samira Ahmad, BEM. I am
lucky that I continue to work with a
good team and get to learn from
them. It is a wonderful experience to
work with APHA and in the field of
science. I recommend finding
something you are passionate about
to get the best experience of life. Don’t
be afraid to try new things. It takes
time to find what is right for you, but
with Allah’s help you can
do things you never imagined
you could do.
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